This paper presents results which improve the e ciency of parallel algorithms for computing the minimum spanning trees. For an input graph with n vertices and m edges our EREW PRAM algorithm runs in O(log n) time with O((m+n) log n) operations. Our CRCW PRAM algorithm runs in O(log n) time with O((m + n) log log n) operations. We also show that for dense graphs we can achieve O(log n) time with O(n 2 ) operations on the EREW PRAM. ? 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
Let G = (V; E) be the input graph, where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set. Also let |V | = n and |E| = m and each edge is assigned a real-valued weight. The minimum spanning tree problem is to compute a spanning tree for each connected component of the graph such that the total weight of the edges in the spanning tree is minimum. For our purpose (and without loss of generality) we assume that each edge is assigned a distinct weight so that the minimum spanning trees are unique. We also assume that the input graph is connected, otherwise our algorithm will ÿnd a minimum spanning forest.
Computing minimum spanning trees is a fundamental problem and it has been studied by many researchers [3] [4] [5] [6] 9, [15] [16] [17] [18] 21] . In this paper we consider the problems of computing the minimum spanning trees on the CRCW and EREW PRAM models.
A PRAM is a parallel machine with p processors and a global shared memory. Each processor can perform the usual computation of a sequential machine. Depending on the way the processors access the global memory, PRAM can be classiÿed as exclusive read exclusive write (EREW) PRAM, concurrent read exclusive write (CREW) PRAM and concurrent read concurrent write (CRCW) PRAM. In this paper we use the ARBITRARY CRCW PRAM in which an arbitrary processor succeeds in writing in the case several processors write into a memory cell simultaneously. It is known that CREW PRAM is more powerful than EREW PRAM [19] and CRCW PRAM is more powerful than CREW PRAM [10] .
The best previous deterministic CRCW minimum spanning tree algorithm runs in O(log n) time with O((m + n) log n) operations (time processor product) [3, 21] . (These two algorithms use di erent version of the CRCW PRAM model. The algorithm in [21] uses a weaker model than the one used in [3] .) For a period the O(log 2 n)-time algorithm was the best known one on the CREW and EREW PRAM for the spanning tree problem [4, 11, 15] . Johnson and Metaxas were the ÿrst to show an EREW PRAM algorithm with time complexity O(log 3=2 n) and m + n processors (therefore O((m + n) log 3=2 n) operations) for computing minimum spanning trees [16] . Johnson and Metaxas' result for minimum spanning trees [16] was improved by Anderson, Beame and Sinha (private communication) and Chong [5] to time complexity O(log n log (2) n) with O((m + n) log n log (2) n) operations (log (1) n = log n; log (c) n = log log (c−1) n). Recently, Chong et al. [6] presented an EREW minimum spanning tree algorithm with O(log n) time complexity and O((m + n) log n) operation complexity. There are also results of randomized algorithms for the minimum spanning tree algorithm. Karger [17] obtained a randomized algorithm using O(log n) time and super-linear operations on the EREW PRAM model. Poon and Ramachandran [18] gave a randomized algorithm on the EREW PRAM model using linear expected operations and O(2 log * n log n log log n) expected time. In this paper we improve the e ciency of previous results for computing minimum spanning trees. We present an EREW algorithm for computing minimum spanning trees with time complexity O(log n) using O((m + n) log n) operations. For dense graphs our algorithm runs in O(log n) time with O(n 2 ) operations on the EREW PRAM. We also show that our algorithm runs on the CRCW PRAM with time complexity O(log n) and operation complexity O((m + n) log log n). We achieve our results by applying fast parallel integer sorting [2, 13, 14] , parallel graph reduction [4] , parallel selection [8] and parallel approximate compaction [12] .
Background

Preliminaries
Given an undirected graph G = (V; E), we assume that vertices in V are labeled with integers {1; 2; : : : ; n}. Every vertex v is associated with an adjacency list L(v). Each edge (u; v) is represented twice, once in the adjacency list of u (denoted u; v ) and once in the adjacency list of v (denoted v; u ). We call v; u the dual of u; v . These two representations are linked to each other. The weight of (u; v) is denoted w(u; v). Given a connected subgraph G i = (V i ; E i ) ⊂ G = (V; E), an internal edge is an edge (u; v) ∈ E i with both u; v ∈ V i . An external edge is an edge (u; v) ∈ E −E i with one of its endpoints belongs to V i and the other belongs to V − V i . Let G j = (V j ; E j ) be another connected subgraph of G such that G i ∩G j =∅. Distinct edges (u; v); (x; y) ∈ E−(E i ∪E j ) having one endpoint in V i and the other endpoint in V j are called multiple edges. As computation proceeds, components will be formed. Each component contains several vertices. Thus internal and multiple edges will be generated. We need to remove internal edges and multiple edges (but keep the one with the minimum weight among the multiple edges).
In this paper we give a ÿne control over the internal and multiple edges. We use new ideas such as the application of parallel integer sorting [2, 13, 14] , parallel graph reduction [4] , parallel selection algorithm [8] and parallel approximate compaction [12] to remove internal and multiple edges and to ÿnd minimum edges. These ideas enable us to improve on the operation complexity (or the processor complexity) of previous best algorithms.
A tree-loop is a directed connected graph in which each vertex has outdegree 1. A tree-loop has exactly one loop (or cycle) in it. Known parallel algorithms compute minimum spanning trees by using the hook-and-contract approach. In this approach each vertex ÿrst chooses an edge of minimum weight from its adjacency list to hook to its neighbor. These edges used for hooking form a forest of tree-loops. In our case because each vertex chooses the minimum weight edge for hooking, the loop in each tree-loop has exactly two edges in it. And these two edges must be the dual edge of each other. Such tree-loops can be easily converted to rooted trees by breaking the loops in the tree-loops. Then each tree contracts to a representative vertex. The representative vertex is called the supervertex. This process is repeated until minimum spanning trees are computed. Our algorithm also uses this approach.
In previously known parallel algorithms, the hooking operation is done by ÿrst computing the minimum external edge for each supervertex and use this minimum external edge to hook to a di erent supervertex. Because each supervertex may have O(n) edges, the computation of the minimum external edge takes O(log n) parallel time resulting in O(log 2 n) time for computing the minimum spanning tree. We shall call this the long edge list problem. In order to achieve O(log n) time we have to overcome this problem and achieve constant time for computing the minimum external edge. Even when we have a short edge list we may still face the second problem namely the internal and multiple edge problem. That is, many edges in the edge list are internal and multiple edges. Internal edges prevents us from ÿnding an external edge quickly because if it turns out that the minimum edge we computed is an internal edge then the edge cannot be used for hooking. Multiple edges do not prevent hooking at the current stage but they will become internal edges later on and create problems for later hooking operations. We will show how to overcome these two problems.
Basics
Our algorithm has log n stages. For the moment we assume that each stage takes constant time. Let B i be the set of minimum spanning tree edges computed at the end of stage i: B i induces a set of trees F i = {T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T k }. We maintain the property that each T j ; 1 6 j 6 k, contains at least 2 i vertices. At stage i + 1, the minimum external edge for each tree in F i ⊆ F i is computed and used to hook trees in F i together to form larger trees. F i is a subset of F i guaranteed to contain all trees in F i of size ¡ 2
i+1 . Thus at the end of stage i + 1 each tree in F i+1 contains at least 2 i+1 vertices. A tree in F i of size ¿ 2 s ; s ¿ i, is said grown for stage s.
Basics about active lists
To overcome the long edge list problem we form a partial list containing the 2 s − 1 minimum edges from the adjacency list, where s denotes the number of stages we intend to grow the minimum spanning tree. We form a graph where each vertex has only a partial adjacency list containing 2 s − 1 minimum edges from its original adjacency list (in the case where the adjacency list of a vertex has less than 2 s − 1 edges then all the edges in the adjacency list will be in the partial adjacency list). We call this partial list the active list of the vertex, and edges adjacent to the vertex not in the active list are in the inactive list. Edges in the active list are active edges while edges in the inactive list are inactive edges. Note that it is possible that u; v is an active edge of u while v; u is an inactive edge of v. In this case (u; v) is a half edge. We call u; v a half edge and v; u a dual half edge. When both u; v and v; u are active edges (u; v) is called a full edge. When both u; v and v; u are inactive edges (u; v) is called a lost edge. Full edges are needed when we will combine the active lists of several supervertices into the active list of one supervertex. Half edges cannot be used to combine the active lists of supervertices, but they merely indicate that hooking takes place among supervertices. Lost edges are used neither for hooking nor for combining supervertices.
For each vertex v we deÿne a threshold h(v). If all edges incident to v are in active list then h(v) = ∞. Otherwise h(v) = w(e 0 ), where e 0 is the external edge of minimum weight in v's inactive list. For a set S of vertices we let h(S) = min {h(u)|u ∈ S}. An active list is clean if it does not contain internal edges (full or half) and full multiple edges. It is possible that a clean active list contains a full external edge e and several half edges which are multiples of e. Fig. 1 Proof. We analyze two cases. Case 1 is the situation where no edges are left out of the active lists and case 2 is the situation that some edges are left out. Case 1: The thresholds for all vertices in v are ∞. In this case all edges incident to v are active edges. Thus either there is a minimum external edge in a list in A for v or v is isolated. Because we assume G is connected therefore v is isolated means that the minimum spanning tree for G is computed.
Case 2: There is a vertex in v whose threshold is not ∞. Let u be the vertex in v which has the smallest threshold h(u). Consider the set S of edges incident to v which has weight ¡ h(u). All these edges are active edges. The set S of all active edges incident to u is in S. If not all edges in S are internal edges of v, then we simply pick the minimum external edge in S and it is the minimum external edge of v. If all edges in S are internal edges of v, then all edges in S are internal edges as well. If all edges in S are full edges then the edges in S are incident to 2 s vertices. And therefore v contains at least 2 s vertices. S cannot contain a half internal edge. Let u; z be such an edge. Then we have h(z) 6 w(u; z) ¡ h(u) which is a contradiction because we assumed that h(u) is the smallest. In fact we can strengthen Property 1. The observation [16] is as follows. When a tree T is computed, each vertex v in T provides a threshold h(v). Let v provides the smallest threshold h(v ). Then by the essence of the proof of Lemma 1, if all edges with weight w ¡ h(v ) have become internal edges then T contains at least 2 s vertices. Thus if T contains less than 2 s vertices then we can always ÿnd the minimum external edge among edges of weight ¡ h(v ). For any j ¡ s let T be a tree at stage i + j. Let u ∈ T be the vertex with the smallest threshold among vertices in T . Let S be the set of active edges incident to T with weight ¡ h(u). Then either the minimum external edge is in S or T contains at least 2 s vertices. Thus we maintain Property 1. In stage i + j; 1 6 j ¡ s, only edges in S are used for hooking.
When a tree T uses a half edge e to hook to another tree T 1 , e is the minimum external edge of T while w(e) is no less than h(u) = min {h(w)|w ∈ T 1 }. Because of Property 1 we need only edges of weight ¡ h(u) to grow trees. Now w(e) ¿ h(u) and e is the minimum external edge of T , therefore all the edges we need to grow T ∪ T 1 are in the active lists of vertices in T 1 . Thus we maintain the following property for our algorithm.
Property 2. If a tree T uses a half edge to hook to another tree, then T and all vertices and edges incident to T will be labeled as inactive. Inactive signals that vertices and edges do not need to participate in the minimum spanning tree computation before stage i + s + 1.
For a particular j for each tree T computed at stage i + j we build a new clean active list L T which contains the minimum 2 s−j − 1 edges e incident to T with w(e) ¡ min {h(u)|u ∈ T }. It is obvious that edges in L T are in A. We also update the threshold for each new active list constructed. Let us use A 1 to denote the set of all (edges in) L T 's constructed for supervertices. By Lemma 1 at any stage i + j + k with j + k ¡ s for each supervertex v either the minimum external edge is in A 1 or v contains at least 2 s vertices. Property 1 is reÿned to read: In stage i + j + k; j + k ¡ s, only edges in A 1 are used for hooking.
It is possible that half edges are used for hooking. Because of Property 1 it is not possible that dual half edges or lost edges are used for hooking.
When a set S of vertices are hooked together with full edges to form a supervertex we can form a linked cycle containing all edges in the active lists of vertices in S, as shown in Fig. 2 . This linked cycle then enables us to group the active lists of vertices in S into one list. When half edges are used for hooking we cannot form a linked cycle, see Fig. 2 . The half edge is where it breaks. 
Half edge
More involved analysis for active lists
We need the notion of root component. When every vertex uses the minimum external edge for hooking, we obtain a set of tree-loops. The loop in each tree-loop contains two edges which are dual of each other. By breaking the loop and choosing an arbitrary vertex in the loop to become the root we obtain a rooted tree. Initially, each vertex is its own root component. When minimum external edges are used to hook vertices together to form a rooted tree the fully connected component is a maximal set of vertices hooked together by full edges. The root component of the tree is the fully connected component containing the root of the tree. A nonroot component is a fully connected component not containing the root of the tree. We also say that the active edges incident to vertices in a fully connected component are in that component. Fig. 3 illustrates root component and fully connected components.
Lemma 2. Let T be the root component of T . Then h(T ) = h(T ).
Also the minimum external edges of T with weight ¡ h(T ) are all in the root component.
Proof. Consider each tree T . If we contract each fully connected component in T into a vertex then these vertices and the half edges used for hooking form a directed rooted tree R. Therefore we obtain the parent-child relation for fully connected components in T . For each fully connected component C in T we use e(C) to denote the external half edge which hooks C to C's parent. For each nonroot component C we can use induction to show that the weight of e(C) is less than the threshold of any vertex in C. By Property 1 this is true at the stage when e(C) is computed as the minimum external edge used for hooking. Because e(C) is a half edge C becomes inactive after hooking. If in a later stage another tree T 1 uses a full edge e 1 hooking into C, by induction hypothesis we have w(e 1 ) ¡ h(C 1 ), where C 1 is the fully connected component in T 1 which is to be merged with C by the hooking using edge e 1 . Therefore we have w(e(C)) ¡ w(e 1 ) ¡ h(C 1 ). Therefore, the weight of e(C) maintains to be less than h(C ∪ C 1 ). Thus the weight of e(C's parent) is less than the weight of e(C). Therefore, e(C) must be the minimum external edge of the tree rooted at C in R. Thus we have that for any nonroot component C h(C) ¿ w(e(C)) ¿ h(T ) and h(T ) = h(T ). We also conclude that the minimum external edges of T with weight ¡ h(T ) are all in the root component.
By Lemma 2 our algorithm uses only minimum external edges in the root component for hooking.
When half edges as well as full edges are used for hooking, the tree T we obtained can be decomposed into a set S of fully connected components. Because of Lemma 2 all vertices and edges in nonroot components should be labeled as inactive. Now we address the internal and multiple edge problem. Internal and multiple edges will be generated as supervertices are formed. Therefore we have to perform compression repeatedly to remove internal and multiple edges. Compression is done by ÿrst sorting the edges so that multiple edges are consecutive in the adjacency list, then removing internal and multiple edges and then packing the remaining edges to consecutive positions in the adjacency list.
Let us consider the situation that edges in lists in A in Lemma 1 are compressed at the beginning of stage i + j + 1; j ¡ s. If no more than 2 s vertices are hooked together all by full edges to form a supervertex, then the active lists of these vertices can be merged into one list L and the compression of the edges on L takes O(s) time because there are no more than 2 2s edges to be sorted. In other words, if we expend O(s) time and cannot ÿnish compression then the tree we computed contains more than 2 s vertices. In this case the tree is grown for stage i + s and we mark all edges incident on this tree inactive. Inactive means that before stage i + s + 1 nothing needs to be done with the vertices and the edges.
By applying compression each vertex in each nonroot component will ÿnd out that either it is in a fully connected component containing at least 2 s vertices when compression cannot ÿnish in O(s) time, or it is hooked to an inactive vertex, or it is hooked to another fully connected component by a half edge. In either of these cases all vertices and edges in the nonroot component can be labeled as inactive. The root component in S does not hook to another fully connected component in S although other nonroot component in S may hook to the root component.
If we cannot ÿnish compression in O(s) time for active edges in the root component then all edges incident to the root component will be marked as inactive. In this case the tree is grown and contains at least 2 s vertices. If we ÿnish compression in O(s) time then all full internal and full multiple edges of the root component will be removed. In this case we build the active list for the supervertex v representing T as follows. First compress edges in the root component C. We then compute h(C) and then all active edges of the root component whose weight is no less than h(C) will be moved to the inactive list. Among the remaining edges in the root component we then pick the minimum 2 s−j − 1 edges (note that all full internal and full multiple edges have already been removed) and form the active list of v. We also update the threshold of the new active list. This process is called the active list construction. Proof. By construction the active list does not contain full internal edges and full multiple edges. Hence to prove that it is clean it su ces to prove that the list does not contain half internal edges.
Let u; w be such a half internal edge. For u; w to be active u must be in the root component of tree T . Consider the cycle C formed by u; w and T . If all edges of C (including (u; w)) are full edges at stage i then edge (u; w) would have been detected as an internal edge and removed during compression. If all edges in C except u; w are full edges at stage i then w(u; w) ¿ h(w) ¿ h(v). Therefore, u; w would have been moved to inactive list during active list construction for v. Otherwise let x; y be the half edge at stage i + j which is closest to u in C − u; w . We have w(u; w) ¿ w(x; y) (because (u; w) is a nontree edge while (x; y) is a tree edge) ¿ h(y) (because x; y is a half edge) ¿ h(v) (because y and u are in the root component). This contradicts the assumption that u; w is in the active list after active list construction.
We denote the set of active lists constructed by A 1 . By Lemma 1 at stage i + j + k either the minimum external edge of a supervertex v is in A 1 or v contains at least 2 s vertices. Referring to Lemmas 1 and 3 we say that A (A 1 ) can be used to grow supervertices to contain 2 s vertices.
If in the active list construction we keep only the minimum 2 s−j−t − 1 noninternal and nonfull multiple edges in each active list constructed, then these new active lists can be used to grow supervertices to contain 2 s−t vertices. In our algorithm hooking takes constant time and compression can start after hooking is done. Let the hooking be done in stage i and the compression starts at stage i. Suppose r 6 2 s vertices are hooked into a supervertex v. Let S 1 be the set of active edges incident to supervertex v at stage i. Since S 1 is formed after hooking, it contains no more than r2 s edges because r vertices are hooked into the supervertex. S 1 contains internal and multiple edges at stage i. Let S 2 ⊂ S 1 be the set of edges which remain after active list construction. S 2 does not contain internal and full multiple edges if the compression is done before the next hooking takes place (we say that S 2 is clean at stage i).
Note that if we overlap the compression with several stages, then when the compression is done after O(s) time several (cs for a constant c) stages of hooking already have happened and therefore S 2 contains newly generated internal and multiple edges within these cs stages (we say that S 2 is not clean at stage i + cs). Since before the hooking the active list of each vertex has 2 s − 1 edges, it is guaranteed that these edges can be used to grow the vertex to a supervertex containing up to 2 s vertices. Thus if we ÿnish compression within s=4 stages which is used to grow the supervertex to contain 2 s=4 vertices, the edges in S 2 can be used to grow the supervertex further until it contains 2 s vertices. Note that S 2 has no internal and multiple edges at stage i, but it has internal and multiple edges at stage i + cs. Therefore the minimum external edge in S 2 cannot be found in constant time at stage i + cs. We use the approach described in the next section to solve this problem. The approach given here is a di erent version of the approach given in [6] .
3. An EREW algorithm with O(log n) time and O((m + n) log log n) processors This section serves the purpose of presenting the basic structure of our algorithm. The optimization given in next section is based on the structure of this section. An alternative version of the algorithm given in [6] is presented here. This version gives a di erent view and an alternative approach to the minimum spanning tree problem and it a ords further improvement as we will present in the next section. The ideas presented in Section 2 provides the facts about active lists and active list construction which are now used in this section.
The main idea behind our algorithm can be outlined as follows. Because we use active lists, at certain stage the minimum external edge may be left out and therefore we have to replenish the active lists. If we replenish the active lists from the inactive lists directly it will take a long time to ÿnish replenishing because there are many edges in the inactive lists, and therefore an O(log n) time algorithm cannot be achieved. What we do is to form many levels. There are more edges at a lower numbered level than at a higher numbered level. Each level replenishes edges for the next higher numbered level. The observation is that a larger active list takes long time to replenish, but it also takes long time to exhaust (use up) all the edges in the active list. Also note that the hooking operation will create internal and multiple edges in active lists at all levels. Therefore at each level the active lists have to be compressed repeatedly to remove internal and multiple edges. The details of our algorithm are given below.
We will arrange the edge compression into ( 1 2 ) log log n levels. All levels are executed concurrently.
i vertices hooked together to form the list and we consider the tree grown already. Now consider 4 consecutive intervals. At the beginning of each interval (except for the ÿrst interval) we use the minimum spanning tree edges found in the previous interval to hook vertices together. This will give us a list of edges for each fully connected component [5, 16] . Within the time of the interval we compress the edges in each list and construct active list. Note that at the end of an interval I we have the edges compressed and therefore constructed active lists are clean if no new minimum spanning tree edges are computed and no hooking takes place within interval I . In reality within interval I new minimum spanning tree edges are computed and therefore the active lists we obtained are not clean. We say that the active lists constructed at the end of interval I are clean at the beginning of I , but not clean at the end of I . At the end of I the active lists are constructed, but log n=4 i stages of hooking have already happened in I . Thus we say that the active lists have a lag of log n=4 i stages. In order to obtain the minimum external edge for each tree in each stage we have to reduce the lag to constant time. This is done by using levels with smaller intervals which will give us small lags. However, within small intervals we cannot handle a large active list. Small active list can only grow trees by a few stages. To replenish edges to small intervals we build ( 1 2 ) log log n levels. Lower numbered levels have larger intervals and larger lags, and they keep replenishing edges to higher numbered levels which have smaller intervals and smaller lags.
We arrange the edge compression into ( 1 2 ) log log n levels. Each level is a process. All processes are executed concurrently. When we say process i we mean level i and vice versa. Each level is divided into intervals. An interval at level i contains log n=4 i consecutive stages. Therefore level 1 has 4 intervals, level 2 has 16 intervals and so on. Each interval at level i overlaps with 4 intervals at level i + 1. A run of process i has 5 intervals of level i (except for the last run). A run of process i starts at the point where an interval of level i − 1 begins. Therefore, a run of process i always starts at stage (j − 1) log n=4 i−1 + 1; j = 1; 2; 3 : : : : We call the run of process i which starts at stage (j − 1) log n=4 i−1 + 1 the jth run of process i. We note that the last run has only 4 intervals. Note that because each run has 5 intervals, the last interval of the jth run at level i overlaps with the ÿrst interval of the (j + 1)th run at level i. During this overlapped interval two runs of the process execute in parallel. (We may think of each process containing two subprocesses which can run in parallel.) The ÿrst interval of a run (except for the ÿrst run) of process i is called the initialization interval of the run. The remaining intervals of a run are called the e ective intervals of the run. The ÿrst interval of the ÿrst run is also an e ective interval. Note that e ective intervals for all runs at a level do not overlap. These e ective intervals cover the overall log n stages.
Our intention is to let a run at level i get (2 12 log n=4 i )-active-lists from the active lists at level i − 1 at the beginning of the run and then repeatedly compress the active lists for 5 times in 5 intervals. There is only one run at level 1. That run gets the input graph at the beginning of the run. At the beginning of each interval the run updates the hooking among active lists with the minimum spanning tree edges found in the stages covered by the previous interval (i.e. the run accomplishes the hooking of supervertices by the minimum spanning tree edges found). Because an interval at level i has log n=4 i stages the (2 12 log n=4 i )-active-lists can be compressed in an interval if no more than 2 6 log n=4 i vertices are hooked together by full edges into the root component of a supervertex. This is to say that if we cannot ÿnish compressing within the interval then the supervertex has already contained enough vertices (the supervertex is already grown for the run) and we need not do compressing for the remaining intervals of the run. In this case the compressing is done in lower numbered levels.
Because a run at level i compresses the edges within an interval, the remaining edges after compressing contains newly generated internal and multiple edges within the interval. If the interval starts at stage t and ÿnishes at stage t + log n=4 i − 1, then the active list constructed is clean at stage t but it is not clean at stage t + log n=4 i . We say that the run has a lag of log n=4 i stages. At the beginning of the ÿrst interval of a run at level i, the run constructs a set H 1 of (2 12 log n=4 i )-active-lists from the set H 2 of active lists at the end of an interval I at level i − 1. Because each of these active lists at level i is obtained from level i − 1, it has a lag of log n=4 i−1 stages. That is, vertices in H 1 have already hooked together to form supervertices such that each supervertex contains 2 log n=4 i−1 vertices. Since H 2 is clean at the beginning of interval I H 1 is also clean at the beginning of interval I . If interval I starts from stage t then active lists in H 1 can be used to grow supervertices to contain at least 2 t+12 log n=4 i−1 vertices. That is, edges in H 1 can be used until stage t + 12 log n=4 i−1 . Because H 1 is obtained at the end of interval I which contains log n=4 i−1 stages, the active lists in H 1 can be used for another 8 log n=4 i stages. We construct new (2 8 log n=4
i )-active-lists from the compressed edges by the end of the ÿrst interval for the run at level i. This set of active lists is the input to the second interval. At the end of the ÿrst interval, the run has a lag of only log n=4 i stages. By the same reasoning we construct (2 (8−j+1) log n=4 i )-active-lists by the end of the jth interval (which is the input to the (j + 1)th interval), j = 2; 3; 4. At the end of the 5th interval the remaining edges are discarded. Note that the ÿrst interval of the next run at the same level overlaps with the 5th interval of the current run. Note that at the beginning of the ÿrst(initialization) interval of a run at level i the active lists are obtained from level i − 1, and it therefore has a lag of log n=4 i−1 stages. These active lists are not passed to level i + 1 because of their lag. At the beginning of each e ective interval the active lists are passed to level i + 1 (by picking some minimum edges to make smaller active lists for level i + 1). A run at level i does not pass its active lists to level i + 1 at the beginning of its initialization interval. At that point the previous run at level i is at the beginning of its 5th interval and it passes the active lists to level i + 1.
Because a run at level i has a lag of log n=4 i stages, a run at level ( 1 2 ) log log n has a lag of only 1 stage. That is, we can obtain the minimum external edge for a supervertex from level ( 1 2 ) log log n in constant time. Because each stage grows the supervertex to contain at least two vertices, after log n stages the minimum spanning tree for the input graph is computed.
Because there are O(log log n) processes, the processors used is (m + n) log log n. The algorithm can be run on the EREW PRAM. The only place where we need avoid concurrent read is to obtain hooking edges from the minimum spanning trees found so far for each level. Level i consults the minimum spanning trees (obtaining the hooking edges) c4 i times, where c is a constant. Thus, the number of consults forms a geometric series. The bottom level consults the minimum spanning tree c log n times. Therefore if we allow constant time for one consult the total time for all consults will be O(log n).
Lemma 4. Property 1 is maintained in our algorithm. That is, edges used for hooking in an interval are in the active lists of the interval.
Proof. We consider two cases. The ÿrst case is when hooking happens in an e ective interval. The second case is when hooking happens in an initialization interval.
Case 1: Consider an e ective interval which is the jth interval I i; j at level i. Consider jth runs r i+1;j−1 and r i+1;j at level i + 1. It is easy to see from our algorithm that the edges used for hooking in interval I i; j are either in the active lists of the run r i+1;j or in the active lists of the e ective intervals of run r i+1;j−1 . Both I i; j and r i+1;j obtain their active lists from the (j −1)th interval at level i (i.e. interval I i; j−1 ). Active lists in I i; j have larger size than corresponding active lists in r i+1;j . If edges used for hooking are in active lists in r i+1;j then these hooking edges are also in the active lists of I i; j . Now consider edges used for hooking in interval I i; j which are in the active lists in the e ective intervals of run r i+1;j−1 . Let interval I i; j−1 starts at stage s. Let both I i; j−1 and I i; j be in run r i; j=4 at level i. At the end of I i; j−1 active lists A 1 at level i are constructed and they are clean at stage s. At the end of initialization interval of run r i+1;j−1 the active lists A 2 of run r i+1;j−1 are also constructed and clean at stage s. Consider two situations. Case 1.1: I i; j−1 is an e ective interval. See Fig. 4(a) . Then both A 1 and A 2 obtain their edges from the active lists constructed at the end of interval I i; j−2 . At that moment active lists in A 1 have larger size than corresponding active lists in A 2 . Therefore, after active list construction active lists A 1 at the beginning of interval I i; j contains all edges in A 2 at the beginning of second interval of run r i+1;j−1 . Because run r i+1;j obtains its active lists A 3 from A 1 we conclude that edges in A 2 are also in A 3 . That is, edges in the active lists in the e ective intervals of run r i+1;j−1 are all in the active list in the initialization interval of run r i+1;j . Thus edges in the active lists in the e ective intervals of run r i+1;j−1 are also in the active lists of interval I i; j . Therefore edges used for hooking in the interval I i; j are in the active lists of I i; j . Fig. 4(b) . In this case run r i; j=4 corresponds to interval I i−1; j=4 at level i − 1 and run r i; j=4 −1 corresponds to interval I i−1; j=4 −1 at level i − 1. If I i−1; j=4 −1 is an e ective interval then by Case 1.1 we know that edges in the active lists for the e ective intervals of run r i; j=4 −1 are in the active lists for the initialization interval of run r i; j=4 . From this we can conclude that the edges in the active lists of the e ective intervals of run r i+1;j−1 are in the active lists of the initialization interval of run r i+1;j and therefore they are also in the active lists of interval I i; j . If I i−1; j=4 −1 is an initialization interval we recurse to Case 1.2 but at a lower numbered level because we need to show now that the edges in the active lists of the e ective intervals of run r i; j=4 −1 are in the active lists of the initialization interval of run r i; j=4 . Note that there is no initialization interval at level 1. Therefore, the recursion eventually returns.
Case 2: Consider an initialization interval which is the jth interval I i; j at level i. This proof of Case 1.2 can be used here to show that the edges in the active lists of the e ective intervals of run r i; j=4 are in the active lists of the initialization interval of run r i: j=4 , i.e., in the active lists of interval I i; j .
By the way we structured our algorithm, the threshold of active lists at lower numbered levels is no smaller than the threshold of corresponding active lists at higher numbered levels. Thus if Property 1 is maintained at lower numbered levels then by Lemma 4 it is also maintained at higher numbered levels. Property 2 is maintained at each level in our algorithm.
Theorem 1.
There is an EREW minimum spanning tree algorithm with time complexity O(log n) using (m + n) log log n processors (or O((m + n) log n log log n) operations).
Reducing the operation (processor) complexity
The main idea in this section is to use various techniques such as parallel integer sorting [2, 13, 14] , parallel graph reduction [4] , parallel selection [8] and parallel approximate compaction [12] within the minimum spanning tree algorithm given in Section 3. As a result we can achieve better operation complexity than previously known algorithms.
Parallel integer sorting is mainly used to eliminate internal and multiple edges. Each edge is represented by a pair of vertices and vertices can be represented by integers. Therefore, each edge can be represented by a pair of integers. Thus by using integer sorting we can group multiple edges between two supervertices together and then remove these multiple edges. Internal edges can ÿrst be marked and then be eliminated by sorting them to the end of the array containing edges. Currently, the best integer sorting algorithm on the EREW PRAM sorts n integers in {0; 1; : : : ; m − 1} in time O(log n) with O(n log n) operations [14] using word length (the number of bits in a word) log(m + n). Note that the time and operations do not depend on m. On the CRCW PRAM the currently best result [2, 13] sorts n integers in {0; 1; : : : ; m − 1} in O(log n) time and O(nlog log n) operations using word length log(m + n). Again the time and operations do not depend on m. Note that we will also use a special property on the CRCW PRAM for sorting multiple edges. We can use concurrent write to identify whether an edge has multiples or not in constant time. If an edge does not have multiples then that edge does not need to participate in the sorting. Only edges having multiples need to participate in the sorting. In this way we can reduce the operation complexity.
Parallel graph reduction can be applied when we have a minimum spanning forest: if currently we have a forest of t trees then all the vertices in each tree can be combined into one vertex. As a result we will have only t vertices left and the maximum number of edges left will be t 2 . When vertices in each tree is combined into one vertex the multiple edges between any two trees need to be eliminated. Again we can use integer sorting for eliminating multiple edges and this will involve nonlinear operations. For dense graphs with (n 2 ) edges we can implement graph reduction in linear (i.e. O(n 2 )) operations. This is done by renumbering the vertices such that vertices in one tree gets consecutive integer numbers. Edges are thus renumbered accordingly. Renumbering takes O(n 2 ) operations with n 2 edges. After renumbering the multiple edges are adjacent in the n × n matrix A where A[i; j] is the edge (i; j) and therefore they can be eliminated easily. Thus graph reduction takes linear operations for dense graphs and takes the same operations as integer sorting for sparse graphs.
Parallel selection is used for selecting minimum edges to construct active lists. Currently, the best selection algorithm [8] on the EREW PRAM selects kth item among n items in O(log n) time and O(n log (c) n) operations or in O(log n log * n) time and O(n) operations, where c is a constant. For our purpose k is always no larger than n=log n. For this range of k we adapt the algorithm in [8] to obtain an EREW selection algorithm with O(log n) time and O(n) operations.
The input to parallel approximate compaction is an array of 0's and 1's. If the array's size is n and there are k 1's then the currently best CRCW parallel approximate compaction algorithm [12] packs the k 1's to the ÿrst ck cells of the array, where c is a constant, in O(log log n) time and O(n) operations. Approximate compaction can be used to reallocate processors. The main advantage is the algorithm's fast time complexity. We can view initially that k tasks are allocated to the array with one task associated with each cell of the array valued with 1. Without compaction we would need n processor, one for each cell, for the k tasks. If each task takes t operations we would need nt operations. With approximate compaction we ÿrst pack the 1's to the beginning of the array and this takes O(n) operations. We then execute the tasks which will then take O(kt) operations. Thus, we need only O(n + kt) operations. Note that a simple preÿx computation can accomplish the compaction except that it will take O(log n) time. In our situation we need a fast compaction algorithm. That is the reason we resort to approximate compaction which takes only O(log log n) time.
An algorithm with O((m + n) log n) operations
We can force that each adjacency list contains at most m=n edges by splitting each vertex with an adjacency list of a ¿ m=n edges into a=(m=n − 2) vertices and distributing the edges evenly among the vertices and adding a=(m=n − 2) − 1 edges with −∞ weights between the vertices. It is easy to see that the new resulting graph has O(n) vertices and O(m) edges and the minimum spanning tree of the original graph can be easily obtained from the minimum spanning tree of the resulting graph.
Because each vertex has only m=n edges and an active list at lower numbered levels should have more than m=n edges we need not to build these lower numbered levels. For example, if an active list at level i should have (m=n) 2 edges and an active list at level i + 1 should have m=n edges and if we were to build active lists at both levels the active lists at both levels will be identical. That is the computation at level i is redundant to the computation at level i + 1. For this reason there is no need to build levels numbered smaller than i + 1. As computation proceeds active lists are combined to form larger active list and therefore at later stages we need to build lower numbered levels.
We use several phases to compute the minimum spanning trees. Because each adjacency list has only m=n edges, in the ÿrst phase we need only build levels ( 1 2 ) log log n down to level i 1 , where 2 12 log n=4 i 1 = m=n or i 1 = ( 1 2 ) log 12 log n=log(m=n). If we were to build lower numbered levels, they would only duplicate the compressing process at level i 1 . Because we build only to level i 1 and because the number of edges in the active lists at each level forms a geometric series, the number of processors used is O(m + n). Also because we build only to level i 1 , in the ÿrst phase we need to execute only 4 intervals of level i 1 . However, after the ÿrst phase there will be only n=2 4 log n=4 i 1 = n=(m=n)
1=3 supervertices and each supervertex has (m=n) 4=3 edges. We then execute the second phase. We rebuild each level. This time we build levels ( 1 2 ) log log(n=(m=n) 1=3 ) down to i 2 , where
Again because the number of edges at each level forms a geometric series, we need only O(m+n) processors. We then execute 4 intervals at level i 2 in this phase. We then execute the third phase, and so on. In each next phase we build up to lower numbered levels. The number of processors used is always O(m + n) in every phase. After we executed log n stages, the minimum spanning trees are computed. In each successive phases the levels are built bottom up. The initialization of active lists in each phase can be done as follows. Suppose we are to build from level i to level j. Then the active list at level i − k has 2 2 k edges. Initially we have the active lists at level j.
Each of these active list has 2 2 i−j edges. By using the parallel selection algorithm [8] (which takes O(nlog (c) n) operations and O(log n) time) to select 2 2 i−j−1 smallest edges from each active list at level j we build the active lists at level j + 1. Again using the selection algorithm [8] to select 2 2 i−j−2 smallest edges from each active list at level j + 1 we form the active lists at level j + 2, and so on. The total operation spent is O((m + n) log (c) n) (c is a constant which can be chosen as, say, 3 and then log (3) n is log log log n) and the time is O(2 i−j ). Therefore we have:
There is an EREW minimum spanning tree algorithm with time complexity O(log n) using O((m + n)log n) operations.
The dense graph case
For dense graphs with m = (n 2 ) we can obtain an optimal algorithm by using a selection algorithm.
Lemma 5. The selection of the element ranked i 6 n=log n among n elements can be done in O(log n) time and O(n) operations on the EREW PRAM.
Proof. Put n items into an array of n=log n rows and log n columns. For each row select the ( i=nlog n )th smallest item using Cole's selection algorithm [8] which takes O(log log n log * n) ¡ O(log n) time and O(n) operations (or, as suggested by a referee, use sequential algorithm to select). The total number of selected items is n=log n. Put these n=log n selected items in set B. Each item b of B corresponds to row b r of the n=log n rows before selection, where b r is the row containing b. Then select the ( (n=log n) i=n )th smallest items a among these n=log n items in B using [8] (here using the other version of the algorithm in [8] which takes O((n=log n) log (c) n) ¡ O(n) operations and O(log n) time). By the way we select a, there are (n=log n) i=n) rows with b 6 a. Because for each such row there are i=nlog n items 6 b there are at least (n=log n)(i=n) log n = i items less than a. By the same reason there are at least n−n=log n−2n= log n items greater than a (note that i 6 n=log n). Removing all items greater than a (all these eliminated items have rank ¿ i) we have at most n=log n + 2n= log n items remaining. Put these remaining items in set C. Now we can select the ith item in C, again using [8] (use the version with O((n= log n) log (c) n) ¡ O(n) operations and O(log n) time). The time complexity of the whole selection process is O(log n) with O(n) operations on the EREW PRAM.
Lemma 5 can be easily extended to select any element ranked 6 n=log (k) n for an arbitrarily large constant k.
We select log n minimum edges from the adjacency list of each vertex. We build levels ( 1 2 ) log log n down to i 3 , where i 3 = ( 1 2 )(log log n − log log log n), using selected edges. We then execute 1 interval at level i 3 . After that there will be n=log n supervertices left. We then apply the graph reduction technique. We renumber vertices such that vertices being hooked into one supervertex are numbered consecutively. Edges are renumbered according to the numbers given to the vertices. This renumbering enables us to move internal edges and multiple edges incident to a supervertex into consecutive memory locations and therefore they can be removed. Note that renumbering can be done by preÿx computation and it takes only O(log n) time and O(n 2 ) operations. We therefore avoid the sorting operation. After internal and multiple edges are removed there are n=log n supervertices and O((n=log n)
2 ) edges remaining. That is, we reduced the size of the graph from n vertices and O(n 2 ) edges to n=log n vertices and O((n=log n)
2 ) edges. Now we can use Theorem 2 to compute the minimum spanning trees in additional O(log n) time and O((n=log n) 2 log n) = O(n 2 =log n) operations.
Theorem 3.
There is an EREW minimum spanning tree algorithm with O(log n) time using O(n 2 ) operations.
When applied to dense graphs the algorithm in Theorem 3 is more e cient than the algorithm in Theorem 2. For dense graphs the algorithm in Theorem 3 is optimal because the number of operations used is O(n 2 ) which is the lower bound.
Reducing processor complexity on the CRCW and EREW PRAM
We now explain how to reduce further the number of processors in Theorem 2. There are two places where we used O((m + n) log n) operations. The ÿrst is merging the active lists of several vertices into one active list of the supervertex after hooking. The second is the sorting used to sort internal and multiple edges together and used to select minimum edges in the active list.
One way to merge the active lists is to use pointer jumping as this is used in [5, 16] . With m edges and doing pointing jumping for log n steps would need O(mlog n) operations. We do not do pointer jumping directly. We store each active list in an array such that edges in an active list are stored in consecutive memory locations. In merging active lists, we ÿrst construct a tree T of vertices (instead of the active lists) representing the hooking from the hooking of the active lists. If each active list contains b edges and t vertices are hooked into a supervertex, the tree T we build has only those t vertices instead of tb edges. T can be obtained by a preÿx computation on each active list. This is done by shrinking the active list of edges as shown in Fig. 5 . If we were to do pointer jumping on a linked list of tb edges we would need O(tb log b) operations. What we do instead of pointer jumping on a linked list of tb edges is the pointer jumping on a linked list of t vertices. When we construct a b-active-list we need to do O(log b) steps of pointer jumping to combine the O(b) active lists into one active list. When t = O(b) active lists are hooked together to form a supervertex there Pack the hooking edges to create a tree. are tb edges in the linked list of edges. Suppose we did pointer jumping on this linked list we would incur O(tb log b) operations. Now, because, we do pointer jumping on the linked list of t vertices the operations for pointer jumping become O(t log b). Plus O(tb) operations needed to convert the linked list of edges to the linked list of vertices the total operations for merging active list become O(tb + t log b) = O(tb). The linked list of vertices is obtained from the Euler tour of T [20] . Therefore, we have showed that the merging of active lists takes O(log n) time and O(m + n) operations on the EREW PRAM for the whole algorithm.
Sorting is used to sort edges such that internal edges and multiple edges incident to two supervertices are moved into consecutive locations in memory for removal. Sorting is also used to ÿnd the minimum (say s) edges so that the active list can be constructed. The main idea here is to use integer sorting to remove internal and multiple edges and to use selection to select minimum edges to construct active lists.
Here we use integer sorting algorithms to sort internal and multiple edges. This is possible because each edge is represented by (a; b) , where a and b are integers in the range {1; 2; : : : ; n} representing vertices. On the CRCW PRAM n integers can be sorted in O(log n) time with O(n log log n) operations [2, 13] . For a very sparse input graph, we use O(log log n) phases. If the cth phase builds down to level i, then there are O(m) edges at level i at the beginning of the phase (the number of edges at higher numbered levels are geometrically decreasing and therefore is dominated by the edges at level i). We do not build levels numbered smaller than i as we explained in Section 4.1. To sort all these edges it takes O(log n=4 i ) time (in one interval) and O((m + n) log log n) operations. For O(log log n) phases the time is O(log n) and the number of operations is O((m + n)(log log n)
2 ). We use the following method to further reduce the number of operations. In the sorting each integer incurs O(log log n) operations [2, 13] . Before sorting we use concurrent write to determine for each edge e whether e is the unique edge incident to two supervertices s 1 and s 2 . Here, each edge e incident to supervertices s 1 and s 2 writes e into memory cell (s 1 ; s 2 ). When this concurrent write has no collision then e is the unique edge. Otherwise, it is not the unique edge. If e is the unique edge then e does not participate in sorting and therefore e incurs only a constant number of operations for the sorting. If e is not the unique edge (there are other edges incident to s 1 and s 2 ), then e participates in the sorting and therefore e incurs O(log log n) operations. Because multiple edges are removed (except for the minimum edge among the multiple) after sorting, each removed edge incurs O(log log n) operations. We can associate the O(log log n) operation incurred by the minimum edge among the multiple with a multiple edge which is removed after sorting and therefore the minimum edge now incurs only a constant number of operations. Thus, if e is not removed it incurs a constant number of operations in one phase. For O(log log n) phases e incurs O(log log n) operations. Each edge can be removed only once, therefore each edge incurs only O(log log n) operations and the total number of operations becomes O((m + n) log log n).
Note that processors have to be reallocated because there are two sets of edges, a set S 1 of unique edges and a set S 2 of multiple edges and we have to reallocate processors associated with S 1 to work on S 2 . We cannot use standard preÿx computation to reallocate processors since reallocation needs O(log n) time. Note that we are reallocating about m=log n processors and during level i we can expend only O(log n=4 i ) time. However, processor reallocation can be done in O(log log n) time and O(m+n) operations on the CRCW PRAM by the algorithm given in [12] . Thus for level i ¡ ( 1 2 )(log log n−log log log n) we can use integer sorting to remove internal and multiple edges because each interval at such level has at least (log log n) stages while our integer sorting takes also O(log log n) time. For level i ¿ ( 1 2 )(log log n − log log log n) we use comparison sorting [1, 7] and therefore our sorting takes only t = O(log n=4 i ) time (which is what we wanted) and O(mt) = O(m log log n) operations (which is OK for us).
On the EREW PRAM n integers can be sorted in O(log n) time with O(n log n) operations [13] . Therefore the operation complexity for removing internal and multiple edges becomes O((m + n) log n) while the time complexity is kept at O(log n).
Here there is no need to distinguish between unique and nonunique edges because if phase p builds to level i and phase p + 1 builds to level j ¡ i, then the operations in these two phases is O((m + n) log n=4 i ) and O((m + n) log n=4 j ). Therefore the number of operations form a geometric series. The total number of operations become O((m + n) log n) even when unique edges participate in sorting at several levels. Now we consider the sorting used for selecting minimum edges to construct active lists. We will use selection to reduce the number of operations. Suppose the lowest numbered level a phase is to build is i. Then there are s = 2 12 log n=4 i edges in an active list at level i. Note that we do not need to worry about the edges at higher numbered levels because the total number of edges at higher numbered levels is only a fraction of the number of edges at level i. For the ÿrst interval of the ÿrst run we use selection to select the s=log s smallest edges using the selection algorithm we explained before and then sort the selected edges by their weights using comparison sorting. We then use selected edges to build levels ( 1 2 ) log log n down to i + 1 for the current phase. We may need to increase the number of phases for the whole algorithm but we have avoided sorting the whole active list. At the beginning of the second interval of the ÿrst run at each level in the current phase we do not need to construct the active lists because the computation at higher numbered levels has not proceeded to the stage for the need of an active list construction at level i. At the beginning of all other intervals of the ÿrst and other runs at level i we obtain the active list of each supervertex containing 2 13 log n=4 i edges. Note here that because the EREW selection algorithm we outlined above selects only the (n=log n)th smallest element among n elements we increased the size of the active list from 2 12 log n=4 i given before to 2 13 log n=4 i and therefore 2 13 log n=4 i =log 2 13 log n=4 i ¿ 2 12 log n=4 i . Note that we have to clean active list ÿrst before we select the minimum 2 13 log n=4 i edges because if we select edges ÿrst we might end up with many multiple edges among the edges selected. We ÿrst clean the active list for each supervertex and obtain an active list containing no more than 2 13 log n=4 i edges. We clean active lists by using integer sorting as we explained before. We then use the selection algorithm to select the minimum s 6 2 12 log n=4 i edges. Thus we are selecting the (2 12 log n=4 i )th smallest element among 2 13 log n=4 i elements and by Lemma 5 we can do it with linear operations. We then sort these selected edges by their weights using comparison sorting [1, 7] . Because we use selection and because we are sorting on a fraction (at most 1=log s) of the edges, the total number of operations for the selection and sorting becomes O(m + n).
The ideas explained above give us the following theorem.
Theorem 4.
There is an EREW minimum spanning tree algorithm with time complexity O(log n) with O((m + n) log n) operations. Also, there is an CRCW minimum, spanning tree algorithm with time complexity O(log n) with O((m + n) log log n) operations.
Conclusions
We presented several parallel algorithms for minimum spanning trees. By the application of parallel selection algorithm [8] , parallel approximate compaction [12] , parallel graph reduction [4] and parallel integer sorting [2, 13, 14] we could improve on the efÿciency of parallel minimum spanning tree algorithms. Further research is needed to improve on the algorithms presented in this paper.
